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RADIUS OF COMPARISON AND MEAN
COHOMOLOGICAL INDEPENDENCE DIMENSION
ILAN HIRSHBERG AND N. CHRISTOPHER PHILLIPS
Abstract. We introduce a notion of mean cohomological independence
dimension for actions of discrete amenable groups on compact metriz-
able spaces, as a variant of mean dimension, and use it to obtain lower
bounds for the radius of comparison of the associated crossed product
C˚-algebras. Our general theory, gives the following for the minimal
subshifts constructed by Dou in 2017. For any countable amenable
group G and any polyhedron Z, Dou’s subshift T of ZG with density
parameter ρ satisfies
rcpCpXq⋊T Gq ą
1
2
mdimpT q
ˆ
1´
1´ ρ
ρ
˙
´ 2.
If k “ dimpZq is even and qHkpZ;Qq ‰ 0, then
rcpCpXq⋊T Gq ą
1
2
mdimpT q ´ 1,
regardless of what ρ is.
The notion of mean dimension was outlined by Gromov in [Gro99], and
later fleshed out in a paper of Lindenstrauss and Weiss [LW00]. The general
philosophy outlined in Gromov’s paper was that given an invariant InvpXq
for spaces X, one can try to define a dynamical variant InvpX;Gq for actions
of groups on X, which should, as a test case, for the full shift roughly satisfy
InvpXG;Gq “ InvpXq. Of course, various restrictions may be placed on the
spaces, on the groups, or on the actions. Entropy, for instance, can be
thought of as a dynamical way to count cardinality. The mean dimension
mdimpX,Gq is a dynamical variant of covering dimension. For actions of Z,
see Definition 2.6 of [LW00]; for amenable groups, see the remarks after
this definition and the discussion of this case in the introduction to [LW00].
One of the motivating applications was to show that not every dynamical
system of the form pX,Zq can be embedded into the full shift on r0, 1sZ. If
T denotes the action of G on X, we sometimes write mdimpT q in place of
mdimpX,Gq.
The notion of radius of comparison for C˚-algebras was introduced by
Toms in [Tom06], as a way to systematize the counterexamples to the El-
liott program he constructed in [Tom08], based on techniques introduced
first by Villadsen in [Vil98]. Let A be a unital stably finite C˚-algebra. Let
τ be a tracial state on A. By slight abuse of notation, we also use τ to
denote the induced trace on M8pAq. For a positive element a PMnpAq, we
set dτ paq “ limnÑ8 τpa
1{nq. For r ą 0, we say that A has r-comparison
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if for any two positive elements a, b P M8pAq, if dτ paq ` r ă dτ pbq for all
tracial states τ on A then a - b (a is Cuntz-subequivalent to b). (In general,
one should use quasitraces here, but the C˚-algebras in this paper will be
nuclear, so that all quasitraces are tracial states by [Haa14].) The radius of
comparison of A is the infimum of all r ą 0 such that A has r-comparison.
Toms’ counterexample is of a simple AH algebra which has positive radius
of comparison but otherwise has the same Elliott invariant as an AI algebra
(which has zero radius of comparison). Recent major advances in the study
of classification theory for nuclear C˚-algebras ([EGLN15, TWW17]), build-
ing on decades of work by many authors, show that simple nuclear unital
C˚-algebras satisfying the Universal Coefficient Theorem are classified via
the Elliott invariant provided they have finite nuclear dimension. Conjec-
turally, this corresponds to the case of zero radius of comparison; this has
been proved when the tracial state space of A is a Bauer simplex whose
extreme boundary has finite covering dimension ([KR14, Sat12, TWW15]).
The connection to dynamical systems was broached by Giol and Kerr
in [GK10], where they constructed examples of minimal homeomorphisms
whose crossed products have positive radius of comparison. The examples in
the paper of Giol and Kerr have positive mean dimension. That the spaces
themselves had to be infinite dimensional follows from the fact that for min-
imal homeomorphisms of finite dimensional spaces, the crossed product has
finite nuclear dimension and hence has zero radius of comparison ([TW13];
see also [HWZ15]). This suggested a connection between mean dimension
and radius of comparison, two notions which came about independently and
in different contexts. It has been conjectured by the second named author
and Toms that for minimal systems, the radius of comparison should be half
the mean dimension. The second named author showed in [Phi16] that for
minimal actions T of the integers, the radius of comparison of the crossed
product is bounded above by 1 ` 36mdimpT q. Elliott and Niu showed in
[EN17] that for minimal actions of the integers, mean dimension zero im-
plies zero radius of comparison. Recently, Niu ([Niu19b, Niu19a]) improved
those results and showed that for free and minimal actions of Zd, the radius
of comparison of the crossed product is at most half the mean dimension.
Those results mark very significant progress on this problem, but they all
involve bounding the radius of comparison from above. For lower bounds,
the only results we are aware of to date are for the examples constructed in
the paper of Giol and Kerr.
The goal of this paper is to establish lower bounds (Theorem 3.3 and The-
orem 4.5). In the case of commutative C˚-algebras, lower bounds for the
radius of comparison of CpXq were obtained in [EN13] in terms of rational
cohomological dimension rather than covering dimension. For t P R, we de-
note by ttu the greatest integer n such that n ď t. When covering dimension
and rational cohomological dimension coincide, the radius of comparison of
CpXq is tdimpXq{2u´1 or tdimpXq{2u´2; it is not known whether the latter
can occur. We refer to [Dra05] for a survey of cohomological dimension.
The work of Elliott and Niu [EN13] suggests that, in order to obtain lower
bounds in the dynamical context, rather than using the Lindenstrauss-Weiss
notion of mean dimension, which is based on covering dimension, we might
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look for a notion of “mean cohomological dimension”. Recall that a compact
metrizable space X has rational cohomological dimension d if d is the least
integer such that for any k ą d and for any closed subset Y Ă X, we haveqHkpX,Y ;Qq “ 0 (relative Cˇech cohomology with rational coefficients).
Instead of relative cohomology, for our purposes it turns out to be better
to work with cohomology of subspaces: given a space X, for any k we can
ask whether there exists a closed subset Y of X with non-vanishing k-th
rational cohomology. We could define a notion of the dimension of X as
the supremum of all k P N such that this holds. Such a notion does not
quite coincide with covering dimension for CW complexes. (For instance,
the dimension of the three dimensional ball would be 2 rather than 3.)
However, in the context of mean dimension, it sometimes does not matter if
the dimension it is based on is off by a constant. For technical reasons, we
actually consider only even integers k. This is related to the fact that we
work with complex vector bundles and Chern classes; more philosophically,
it reflects the fact that the radius of comparison should be thought of as a
sort of complex dimension rather than real dimension, which explains the
factor of 1{2 which appears when comparing it to mean dimension.
In fact, it turns out to be more useful to view this as a sequence of
invariants: for any k, we could ask whether there exists a subspace with
non-vanishing k-th rational cohomology. We think of cohomology classes
η1, η2, . . . , ηn as being “independent” if their cup product is nonzero. Roughly
speaking, given an action of an amenable group G on X, and given a co-
homology class η of a subspace, for any finite set F of G, we can find the
largest subset F0 such that the iterates of η under F0 are independent in
this sense, and then measure the upper density of such sets in a Følner
sequence. This is used as a basis for our notion of mean cohomological inde-
pendence dimension (Definition 1.11). For full shifts on a CW complex Z,
under a mild condition on the group, our dynamical invariant recovers the
dimension of Z, thereby meeting the rule of thumb suggested in Gromov’s
paper [Gro99]. There is a related but somewhat different notion of mean
homological dimension in Section 2.6.3 of [Gro99]. It applies specifically to
subshifts, and is used there to get lower bounds on the mean dimension.
The reader may also find some analogy between the connection of mean
dimension with our notion of independence dimension and the connection
of entropy with combinatorial independence which was studied by Kerr and
Li ([KL07]), although we do not use it in any way in this paper.
In Section 1, we give some preliminaries and define the mean cohomolog-
ical independence dimension. Section 2 contains estimates of the mean co-
homological independence dimension of shifts and certain kinds of subshifts.
Section 3 contains the main theorem, giving a lower bound on rcpCpXq⋊TGq
in terms of mean cohomological independence dimension. When applied to
a minimal subshift T of the shift on ZG, as constructed in [Dou17], using a
polyhedron Z and density parameter ρ, this result implies (Corollary 3.4)
rcpCpXq⋊T Gq ą
1
2
mdimpT q
ˆ
1´
1´ ρ
ρ
˙
´ 2.
Up to an additive constant, this estimate is close to the conjectured value
1
2
mdimpT q when ρ is close to 1, but is useless if ρ ď 1
2
. In Section 4, we
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introduce a variant of our definition, which we call symmetric mean coho-
mological independence dimension. This involves a stronger independence
condition, which allows us to obtain improved bounds for certain dynam-
ical systems, such as subshifts of pSkqG for k even. In particular, for the
construction of [Dou17] in this case, one gets (Corollary 4.6)
rcpCpXq⋊T Gq ą
1
2
mdimpT q ´ 1,
regardless of the value of ρ, which is useful whenever ρ ą 2
k
. In Section 5,
we state some open problems.
1. Mean cohomological independence dimension
We begin by fixing some notation. Throughout this paper, X is a com-
pact metrizable space, G is a countable amenable discrete group, and T is
an action of G on X. When needed, we let α : G Ñ AutpCpXqq be the
corresponding action of G on CpXq, given by αgpfqpxq “ fpT
´1
g pxqq. We
usually write the crossed product CpXq ⋊α G as CpXq ⋊T G. (Since G is
amenable, the full and reduced crossed products are the same.)
Definition 1.1. Let X be a compact metrizable space, and let Y Ă X be
closed. A finite open cover of Y in X is a finite collection of nonempty open
subsets of X whose union contains Y . We often omit mention of X when it
is understood. We denote by N pUq the nerve of U .
To emphasize: a finite open cover of Y consists of subsets of X which are
open in X, not of open subsets of Y . For this and the following definitions
(but not for some of the lemmas), there is no reason not to use arbitrary
topological spaces X and arbitrary subsets Y .
We exclude ∅ from covers to avoid later improperly claiming that U Y
t∅u “ U .
The less convenient alternative is to work with finite open covers of various
closed sets Y in the traditional sense. The outcome will be the same; see
Lemma 1.6 and Lemma 1.7 below.
We now give definitions which are standard for open covers, slightly mod-
ified for our present situation.
Definition 1.2. Let X be a compact metrizable space, and let U1 and U2
be collections of nonempty open sets in X. Then their join is
U1 _ U2 “
 
U1 X U2 | U1 P U1, U2 P U2, and U1 X U2 ‰ ∅
(
.
By iteration, we get the join of any finite set of collections of open sets. If
U1,U2, . . . ,Un are finite open covers in X of closed subsets Y1, Y2, . . . , Yn Ă
X, then U1_ U2 _ ¨ ¨ ¨ _ Un is a finite open cover of Y1 X Y2 X ¨ ¨ ¨ X Yn in X.
Definition 1.3. Let X be a compact metrizable space, let Y Ă X be closed,
and let U and V be finite open covers of Y . Then V refines U (as a cover
of Y ; written V ăY U) if for every V P V there is U P U such that V Ă U .
Formally, the only role that Y plays is that we are restricting to finite
open covers of Y .
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Definition 1.4. Let X be a compact metrizable space, let Y Ă X be closed,
and let U be a finite open cover of Y in X. The order of U is
ordpUq “ max
xPX
Card
`
tU P U | x P Uu
˘
´ 1.
We denote by DY pUq the least order of any refinement of U among finite
open covers of Y in X.
In the situation of Definition 1.4, the order of U is the dimension of N pUq.
While the subset Y is formally irrelevant in Definition 1.3, the quantity
DY pUq depends strongly on Y .
Notation 1.5. Let X be a compact metrizable space, let Y Ă X be closed,
and let U be a finite open cover of Y in X. We set
U X Y “
 
U X Y | U P U and U X Y ‰ ∅
(
,
which is a finite open cover of Y , regarded as a topological space in its own
right.
Lemma 1.6. Let X be a compact metrizable space, let Y Ă X be closed,
and let V be a finite open cover of Y , regarded as a topological space in
its own right. Then there is a finite open cover W of Y in X such that
ordpWq ď ordpVq and W X Y refines V in the conventional sense for open
covers of Y in Y .
Proof. Write V “ tV1, V2, . . . , Vnu with V1, V2, . . . , Vn distinct. Choose open
subsets U1, U2, . . . , Un Ă X such that Vj “ UjXY for j “ 1, 2, . . . , n. Choose
open subsets Uj,l Ă X for l “ 1, 2, . . . with
Uj,1 Ă Uj,1 Ă Uj,2 Ă Uj,2 Ă ¨ ¨ ¨ Ă Uj and
8ď
l“1
Uj,l “ Uj.
Then
Y Ă
8ď
l“1
˜
nď
j“1
Uj,l
¸
,
so, by compactness, there is l0 P t1, 2, . . .u such that Y Ă
Ťn
j“1 Uj,l0 .
Choose open subsets Z1, Z2, . . . Ă X such that
Z1 Ą Z2 Ą Z2 Ą Z3 Ą ¨ ¨ ¨ Ą Y and
8č
m“1
Zm “ Y.
Let S be the set of all subsets J Ă t1, 2, . . . , nu such that
Ş
jPJ Vj “ ∅. For
J P S, we have
8č
m“1
˜č
jPJ
`
Uj,l0 X Zm
˘¸
“ ∅.
Therefore there exists mJ P t1, 2, . . .u such thatč
jPJ
`
Uj,l0 X ZmJ
˘
“ ∅.
Define m “ maxJPS mJ . For j “ 1, 2, . . . , n define Wj “ Uj,l0 XZm, and set
W “ tW1,W2, . . . ,Wnu. One easily checks that W satisfies the conclusion
of the lemma. 
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Lemma 1.7. Let X be a compact metrizable space, let Y Ă X be closed,
and let U be a finite open cover of Y in X. Then DY pUq “ DY pU X Y q.
The expression U X Y is as in Notation 1.5, and DY pU X Y q is what is
usually called DpUXY q, taken among finite open covers of Y as a topological
space in its own right.
Proof of Lemma 1.7. We first claim that DY pUq ď DY pU X Y q. Choose a
finite open cover V of Y in Y such that V ăY UXY and ordpVq “ DY pUXY q.
Use Lemma 1.6 to choose a finite open cover W0 of Y in X such that
W0 X Y ăY V and ordpW0q ď ordpVq. For each W P W0 there is UW P U
such that W X Y Ă UW X Y . Set W “
 
W X UW | W P W0
(
. Clearly W
covers Y in X, W -Y U , and ordpWq ď ordpW0q. So
DY pUq ď ordpWq ď ordpW0q ď ordpVq “ DY pU X Y q,
proving the claim.
For the reverse inequality, choose a finite open cover W of Y in X such
that W ăY U and ordpWq “ DY pUq. Then
DY pU X Y q ď ordpW X Y q ď ordpWq “ DY pUq,
as desired. 
In particular, the covering dimension dimpY q can be calculated using open
covers of Y in X instead of conventional open covers of Y .
Definition 1.8. Let X be a compact metrizable space, let Y Ă X be
closed, and let U be a finite open cover of Y in X. Let R be a commutative
unital ring. For k “ 0, 1, 2, . . ., we denote by qHkpY ;U ;Rq the set of those
elements of the Cˇech cohomology group qHkpY ;Rq which can be represented
by cocycles arising from U X Y (as in Notation 1.5).
Suppose Y1 and Y2 are two closed subsets of X. Suppose η1 P qHkpY1;Rq
and η2 P qHmpY2;Rq. Though we cannot define the cup product of these two
elements, as they belong to different groups, we can restrict them to the
intersection and consider the cup product
η1|Y1XY2 ! η2|Y1XY2 P
qHk`mpY1 X Y2;Rq.
Lemma 1.9. Let X be a compact metrizable space, let Y1, Y2 Ă X be closed,
let R be a commutative unital ring, and for j “ 1, 2 let Uj be a finite open
cover of Yj in X, let mj P t0, 1, 2, . . .u, and let ηj P qHmj pYj ;Uj;Rq. Then
η1|Y1XY2 ! η2|Y1XY2 P
qHm1`m2pY1 X Y2; U1 _ U2; Rq.
Proof. Set Y “ Y1 X Y2, and set Vj “ Uj X Y , a finite open cover of Y . It
suffices to prove that if ηj P qHmj pY ;Vj ;Rq for j “ 1, 2, then η1 ! η2 PqHm1`m2pY ; V1 _ V2; Rq. Since V1 _ V2 refines both V1 and V2, we have
ηj P qHmj pY ; V1 _ V2; Rq for j “ 1, 2. This implies that there exist a map
h : Y Ñ N pV1 _ V2q and elements ξj P qHmj pN pV1 _ V2q; Rq such that
ηj “ h
˚pξjq for j “ 1, 2. Thus, ξ1 ! ξ2 P qHm1`m2pN pV1 _ V2q; Rq, and
because η1 ! η2 “ h
˚pξ1 ! ξ2q, we have η1 ! η2 P qHm1`m2pY ; V1_V2; Rq,
as claimed. 
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If F is a (finite) set, we denote by CardpF q the cardinality of F .
Definition 1.10. If G is a group, F Ă G is a nonempty finite subset,
G0 Ă G, and δ ą 0, we say that F is pG0, δq-invariant if CardpgF X F q ą
p1´ δqCardpF q for all g P G0.
By convention, pG0, δq-invariant subsets are nonempty.
Definition 1.11. LetX be a compact metrizable space, let G be a countable
amenable group, and let T be an action of G on X. Let R be a commutative
unital ring. For any even integer k, we define mcidkpT ;Rq to be the largest
d P r0,8q such that the following happens.
For every ε ą 0 there are a closed subset Y Ă X, a finite open cover U of
Y in X such that DY pUq P tk, k ` 1u, and η P qHkpY ;U ;Rq (Definition 1.8:
Cˇech classes using U) such that for every finite subset G0 Ă G and every
δ ą 0 there are a pG0, δq-invariant nonempty finite set F Ă G and a subset
F0 Ă F for which the following happen:
(1) The cup product of T ˚g pηq over all g P F0, which makes sense as an
element of qHk¨CardpF0q`ŞgPF0 T´1g pY q;R˘, is nonzero.
(2)
k ¨ CardpF0q
CardpF q
ą d´ ε.
We then say that T has mean k-th cohomological independence dimension
d with coefficients in R.
We define the mean cohomological independence dimension mcidpT ;Rq to
be the supremum of mcidkpT ;Rq over all k P t0, 2, 4, 6, . . .u.
Remark 1.12. The empty cup product is taken to be 1. It is then easy to
check that the set of d singled out by the second paragraph of the definition is
an interval of the form r0, rs for some r P r0, ks. In particular, mcidkpT ;Rq ď
k.
Remark 1.13. We defined mean cohomological independence dimension
with coefficients in an arbitrary commutative unital ring R, but in this paper
we only use the case R “ Q. One could think of various generalizations in
which one replaces Cˇech cohomology by more general sheaf cohomology.
However we do not have any use for that here.
We took k to be even for technical reasons which will become apparent
later. Essentially, this is as we intend to work with complex vector bundles,
and in some sense our notion of dimension should be thought of as complex
dimension. We could have made the definition without this restriction,
noting that, as the cup product would no longer be commutative, we would
have to make an arbitrary choice for the order in which the product is
taken. We do not know whether a version which allows odd values of k is
significantly different.
Remark 1.14. It is immediate from the Definition 1.11 that if T is an
action of G on a compact metrizable space X and Y is a closed invariant
subset, then mcidkpT |Y ;Rq ď mcidkpT ;Rq for any k, and mcidpT |Y ;Rq ď
mcidpT ;Rq.
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2. Mean cohomological independence dimension of subshifts
In this section, we give estimates on mcidpT ;Rq when T is a shift, or a
subshift of the type considered in [GK10], [Kri09], and [Dou17]. We start
with a general result: mcidkpT ;Rq ď mdimpT q.
Proposition 2.1. Let X be a compact metrizable space, let G be a countable
amenable group, let T be an action of G on X, and let R be a commutative
unital ring. Then for any even natural integer k, we have mcidkpT ;Rq ď
mdimpT q.
Proof. Without loss of generality mdimpT q ă 8.
Fix an even integer k, and let ε ą 0. Pick a compact subset Y of X, a
finite open cover U of Y in X such that DY pUq P tk, k` 1u, and an element
η P qHkpY ;U ;Rq such that for any finite subset G0 Ă G and any δ ą 0 there
exists a finite pG0, δq-invariant subset F Ă G and a subset F0 Ă F for which:
(1) !
gPF0
T ˚g pηq|Ş
hPF0
T´1
h
pY q ‰ 0.
(2)
k ¨ CardpF0q
CardpF q
ą mcidkpT ;Rq ´ ε.
Recall that U may not be a cover of X. To remedy that, set U 1 “ U Y
tX r Y u. By the definition of mdimpT q, there are a finite subset G0 Ă G
and δ ą 0 such that for every pG0, δq-invariant subset F Ă G we have
DX
`Ž
gPF Tg´1pU
1q
˘
CardpF q
ă mdimpT q ` ε.
Choose sets F and F0 as above to go with this choice of G0. Set
Z “
č
gPF
Tg´1pY q and Z0 “
č
gPF0
Tg´1pY q.
Further define
W
1 “
ł
gPF
Tg´1pU
1q, W0 “
ł
gPF0
Tg´1pUq, and W
1
0 “
ł
gPF0
Tg´1pU
1q.
(We don’t need the cover that would logically be called W.) Then W 1 and
W 1
0
are open covers of X and W0 is an open cover of Y0 in X.
We claim that, following Notation 1.5, we have W 1
0
X Z0 “W0 X Z0. To
prove the claim, first recall that W0 X Z0 is the set of nonempty sets in# č
gPF0
`
T´1g pUgq X Z0
˘
| Ug P U for g P F0
+
.
In W 10 X Z0, we must also allow Ug “ X r Y for some values of g P F0, but
the additional sets gotten this way are all empty. The claim is proved.
We have (justifications afterwards)
DXpW
1q ě DZ0pW
1q ě DZ0pW
1
0q “ DZ0pW0q.
The first inequality follows from Z0 Ă X, the second from W
1 ăZ0 W
1
0
, and
the third from the claim above and two applications of Lemma 1.7.
Now,
!
gPF0
T ˚g pηq|Z0 P
qHkCardpF0qpZ0;W0;Rq,
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and therefore, in particular, qHkCardpF0qpZ0;W0;Rq ‰ 0. As the elements
in this cohomology group can be realized as pullbacks of elements from
nerves of arbitrary refinements of W0 X Y , it follows from Lemma 1.7 that
DZ0pW0q ě kCardpF0q. Therefore
mdimpT q ` ε ą
DXpW
1q
CardpF q
ě
kCardpF0q
CardpF q
ě mcidkpT ;Rq ´ ε.
As ε ą 0 is arbitrary, we have mdimpT q ě mcidkpT ;Rq, as required. 
Recall that if G is a discrete group and Z is a set, then the shift action
of G on ZG is given by Tgpxqh “ xg´1h for any x “ pxgqgPG P Z
G and all
g, h P G.
For the remainder of this section, we add the assumption that R is a
principal ideal domain. This is done because the properties of cup products
which we need are often derived in the context of the Ku¨nneth Formula.
While this requirement is not strictly needed for the estimates in this section,
we have no present use for such a possible generalization.
Proposition 2.2. Let Z be a finite CW complex, and let G be a countable
amenable group. Suppose X “ ZG and let T be the shift. Let R be a principal
ideal domain.
(1) For any even k ă dimpZq we have mcidkpT ;Rq “ k.
(2) We have
mcidpT ;Rq ě 2
Z
dimpZq ´ 1
2
^
.
(3) If furthermore G has a quotient which is infinite and residually finite,
then mcidpT ;Rq “ dimpZq.
The hypothesis in (3) is equivalent to saying that G has subgroups of
arbitrarily large finite index.
Proof of Proposition 2.2. We prove (1). Let k be an even integer such that
k ă dimpZq. As Z has a cell of dimension greater than k, we can embed the
sphere Sk into Z. To simplify notation, fix a copy of Sk in Z, and simply
write Sk Ă Z. Let q : ZG Ñ Z be the projection onto the coordinate g “ 1.
Set Y “ q´1pSkq. Fix an isomorphism qHkpSk;Rq Ñ R. Let η0 P qHkpSk;Rq
be the element mapped to the identity of R under this isomorphism. Choose
a finite open cover V0 of S
k for which qHkpSk;V0;Rq Ñ qHkpSk;Rq is an
isomorphism. Choose a finite open cover V of Sk in Z such that VXSk “ V0.
Then qHkpSk;V;Rq “ qHkpSk;V0;Rq, so η0 P qHkpSk;V;Rq. Set U “ q´1pVq,
which is a finite open cover of Y in ZG, and set η “ pq|Y q
˚pη0q P qHkpY ;V;Rq.
We have DSkpV0q “ k, so DSkpVq “ k by Lemma 1.7. It is now easily seen
that DY pUq ď k, and the reverse inequality follows from qHkpY ;V;Rq ‰ 0,
which is a consequence of the next claim.
We claim that if F Ă G is finite, then
!
gPF
T ˚g pηq|Ş
hPF T
´1
h
pY q ‰ 0.
This will imply that mcidkpT ;Rq ě k. Since mcidkpT ;Rq ď k by Re-
mark 1.12, it follows that mcidkpT ;Rq “ k.
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To prove the claim, choose any point y0 P Z
GrF . Identifyč
gPF
Tg´1pY q “ pS
kqF ˆ ZGrF .
Define maps
t : pSkqF Ñ
č
gPF
Tg´1pY q and p :
č
gPF
Tg´1pY q Ñ pS
kqF
by tpxq “ px, y0q for x P pS
kqF and ppx, yq “ x for x P pSkqF and y P ZGrF .
Then p ˝ t “ idpSkqF . Set
µ “
ź
gPF
η0 P qHkCardpF q`pSkqF ;R˘.
(The order in the product does not matter because k is even.) Then µ is a
generator of this group and in particular is nonzero. Naturality implies that
!
gPF
T ˚g pηq|Ş
hPF T
´1
h
pY q “ p
˚pµq.
Now t˚pp˚pµqq “ µ ‰ 0, so p˚pµq ‰ 0. This is the claim, and part (1) is
proved.
Part (2) is immediate from part (1).
We prove (3). The case dimpZq “ 0 is easy, so suppose dimpZq ą 0. Since
G has a quotient which is infinite but residually finite, G has arbitrarily large
finite quotients. For a finite set S Ă G, we denote by qS : Z
G Ñ ZS the
projection onto the coordinates given by S. Note that ZS is a CW complex
of dimension CardpSq ¨ dimpZq.
Fix δ ą 0. We will prove that there exists an even integer k such that
mcidkpT ;Rq ą dimpZq ´ δ.
Pick a normal group N ⊳G of finite index such that rG : N s ą 2{δ. Let
S Ă G be a set of coset representatives for G{N , with 1 P S. Let k be the
largest even integer less than CardpSq ¨ dimpZq “ dimpZSq. As before, but
with ZS in place of S, fix an embedding of Sk into ZS and a finite open
cover V of Sk in ZS such that qHkpSk;V, Rq “ qHkpSk;Rq, set Y “ q´1S pSkq,
fix an isomorphism qHkpSk;Rq Ñ R, and let η0 P qHkpSk;Rq correspond to
1 P R. Then η0 P qHkpSk;V;Rq. Set U “ q´1S pVq, and set η “ pqS |Y q˚pη0q.
As before, we have DY pUq “ k.
Let G0 Ă G be a finite set and let ε ą 0. Define
M “ N X
 
s´1gt | g P G0 and s, t P S
(
,
which is a finite subset of N . Since N is amenable, there is a finite nonempty
pM,εq-invariant subset F0 Ă N . Define F “ SF0. Then CardpF q “
CardpSqCardpF0q. We claim that F is pG0, εq-invariant. So let g P G0.
For each t P S there is a unique spg, tq P S such that gt P spg, tqN . Then
gtF0 Ă spg, tqN , so gtF0XF Ă spg, tqN , whence gtF0XF “ gtF0Xspg, tqF0.
Now spg, tq´1gt PM , so
CardpgtF0 X F q “ CardpgtF0 X spg, tqF0q
“ Cardpspg, tq´1gtF0 X F0q ą p1´ εqCardpF0q.
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One can check that if t1, t2 P S and spg, t1q “ spg, t2q, then t
´1
2
t1 P N ,
whence t1 “ t2. Therefore the sets gtF0XF , for t P S, are disjoint. Summing
over all t P S now gives
CardpgtF X F q “
ÿ
tPS
CardpgtF0 X spg, tqF0q
ą p1´ εqCardpSqCardpF0q “ p1´ εqCardpF q,
as claimed.
Since the translates of S under F0 are disjoint, reasoning similar to that
used in the proof of part (1) shows that
!
gPF0
T ˚g pηq|Ş
hPF0
T´1
h
pY q ‰ 0.
Also
k ¨ CardpF0q
CardpF q
ě
“
CardpSqdimpZq ´ 2
‰
¨ CardpF0q
CardpF q
“ dimpZq ´
2
CardpSq
ą dimpZq ´ δ.
It follows that mcidkpT ;Rq ě dimpZq ´ δ, as desired.
Since δ ą 0 is arbitrary, we get mcidpT ;Rq ě dimpZq. On the other hand,
it is easy to deduce from Corollary 4.2 of [CK05] that mdimpT q ď dimpZq. It
now follows from Proposition 2.1 that mcidpT ;Rq “ dimpZq, as required. 
One of the main sources of examples of minimal homeomorphisms with
nonzero mean dimension is subshifts. Krieger established some lower bounds
in [Kri09], generalizing the case of Z which was discussed in [LW00], and Dou
in [Dou17] constructed more specific examples in which one can compute
mean dimension precisely. Here we obtain a related lower bound for mean
cohomological independence dimension for subshifts.
For convenience, we give two definitions. The first is standard. The
second is intended only for use in this paper, and identifies a feature which
is a useful hypothesis and which is common among constructions in the
literature of minimal subshifts.
Definition 2.3. Let G be a countable amenable group. A Følner sequence
in G is a sequence pFnqnPN of nonempty finite subsets Fn Ă G such that for
all g P G, we have
lim
nÑ8
CardpgFn△Fnq
CardpFnq
“ 0.
For a subset J Ă G, we define its density δpJq to be the supremum over all
Følner sequences pFnqnPN in G of
lim sup
nÑ8
CardpJ X Fnq
CardpFnq
.
Definition 2.4. Let G be a discrete group, let Z be a set, and let T be
the shift action of G on ZG. Let X Ă ZG be T -invariant. We say that a
subset J Ă G is X-unconstrained (or just unconstrained if X is understood)
if there is a point z “ pzgqgPG P X such that for any x “ pxgqgPG P Z
G, if
xg “ zg for any g R J then x P X. We call such a point z a witness for the
X-unconstrainedness of J .
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If X “ ZG then G itself is X-unconstrained. Subsets of unconstrained
sets in G are unconstrained. We are interested in shift invariant subsets
X Ă ZG. In this case, if J is X-unconstrained, with witness z, and g P G,
then gJ is also X-unconstrained, with witness Tgpzq.
Proposition 2.5. Let Z be a polyhedron, let ρ P p0, 1q, and let X Ă ZG be
the minimal subshift of the shift T on ZG constructed in Section 4 of [Dou17]
to satisfy mdimpT q “ ρdimpP q. Then there is an X-unconstrained subset
J Ă G such that δpJq ě ρ.
Proof. We use the set J Ă G constructed in Section 4.2 of [Dou17]. It
is proved there that δpJq ě ρ. The second half of Section 4.2 of [Dou17]
proves the existence of z “ pzgqgPG P X such that for any x “ pxgqgPG P Z
G,
if xg “ zg for any g R J then x P X, that is, z is a witness for the X-
unconstrainedness of J . 
The fact that the set J in [Dou17] is X-unconstrained is crucial in the
proof there of the lower bound for mdimpT q. The assumption in Proposition
2.5 that Z is a polyhedron follows [Dou17]. However, we assume that the
same holds if we assume that Z is any finite CW-complex.
Proposition 2.6. Let Z be a finite CW-complex. Let X be a closed G-
invariant subset of ZG, with the shift action T . Let J Ă G be an X-
unconstrained subset with witness z “ pzgqgPG P X. Let ρ “ δpJq be the
density of J . Let R be a principal ideal domain. Then for any even integer
k ă dimpZq we have mcidkpT ;Rq ě kρ. Moreover,
mcidpT |X ;Rq ě 2ρ
Z
dimpZq ´ 1
2
^
.
Proof. It suffices to prove the first statement. The proof is similar to that of
Proposition 2.2(1). We may assume dimpZq ą 0. We may assume without
loss of generality that 1 P J .
Let k be a nonnegative even integer such that k ă dimpZq. As Z has
a cell of dimension greater than k, we can embed the sphere Sk into Z.
As in the proof of Proposition 2.2(1), fix an embedding of Sk into Z and
a finite open cover V of Sk in Z such that qHkpSk;V, Rq “ qHkpSk;Rq,
fix an isomorphism qHkpSk;Rq Ñ R, and let η0 P qHkpSk;Rq correspond
to 1 P R. Then η0 P qHkpSk;V;Rq. Let q : ZG Ñ Z be the projection
onto the coordinate g “ 1. Then qpXq “ Z. Set Y “ q´1pSkq X X, set
U “ q´1pVqXX, and set η “ pq|Y q
˚pη0q. As before, and relying on the next
claim, we have DY pUq “ k.
We claim that for any finite set F Ă G, the element
ν “ !
gPFXJ
T ˚g pηq|Ş
hPFXJ T
´1
h
pY q
is nonzero. Letting F run through suitable Følner sequences, the definition
will give mcidkpT |X ; rq ě kρ, as required.
To prove the claim, define maps
t : pSkqFXJ Ñ
č
gPFXJ
Tg´1pY q and p :
č
gPFXJ
Tg´1pY q Ñ pS
kqFXJ
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as follows. Take p to be the restriction of the projection map
pSkqFXJ ˆ ZGrpFXJq Ñ pSkqFXJ .
For x P pSkqFXJ define
tpxqg “
#
xg g P F X J
zg g P Gr pF X Jq.
The conditions on z imply that tpxq as defined here really is in X, and it
now follows that tpxq P
Ş
gPFXJ Tg´1pY q. Then p ˝ t “ idpSkqF . Following
the proof of Proposition 2.2(1), set µ “
ś
gPFXJ η0, use naturality to get
ν “ p˚pµq, and use µ ‰ 0 and t˚pp˚pµqq “ µ to get p˚pµq ‰ 0. This is the
claim. 
Remark 2.7. One can use Proposition 2.6, Remark 1.14, and Proposition
2.2(3) to obtain obstructions for embedding various subshifts in full shifts.
This does not entirely bypass the use of mean dimension, as we used mean
dimension in the proof of Proposition 2.2(3).
3. Lower bounds for the radius of comparison
The goal of this section is to show that for any countable amenable group
G, the radius of comparison of CpXq⋊TG is bounded below by mcidkpT ;Qq´
1´ k{2.
We first require a lemma in algebraic topology, motivated by ideas which
appear in the proof of Lemma 2.13 of [EN13]. We denote by Kpn,Qq the
Eilenberg-MacLane spaces, that is, the classifying spaces for Cˇech cohomol-
ogy with coefficients in Q. This means that for a compact metrizable space
Y , the Cˇech cohomology group qHnpY ;Qq is naturally isomorphic to the set
rY, Kpn,Qqs of homotopy classes of maps from Y to the Eilenberg-MacLane
space. The space Kpn,Qq is unique up to homotopy equivalence.
Remark 3.1. The Chern classes of a vector bundle E over a compact
metrizable space X are elements cqpEq of qH2qpX;Zq. (See Theorem V.3.15
and Remark V.3.21 of [Kar78].) The total Chern class is cpEq “ 1`c1pEq`
c2pEq ` ¨ ¨ ¨ . When we work in rational cohomology, we use the rational
version
cQq pEq “ cqpEq b 1Q P
qH2qpX;Zq bQ – qH2qpX;Qq
and, similarly, cQpEq P qH˚pX;Qq.
Lemma 3.2. Let Z be a finite CW complex. Suppose q is a positive integer
and η P qH2qpZ;Qq is a nonzero cohomology class. Then there exists a
positive integer m and a vector bundle E over Z such that the q-th rational
Chern class of E is cQq pEq “ mη and such that c
Q
j pEq “ 0 for all j P
t1, 2, . . . , q ´ 1u.
Proof. By the construction of Eilenberg-MacLane spaces in Section 4.2 of
[Hat02], we can choose a model for Kp2q;Qq with no cell of dimension
strictly between 0 and 2q. Represent the cohomology class η as a function
f : Z Ñ Kp2q;Qq. Since Z is compact, the image of Z is contained in a finite
subcomplex Z 1 of Kp2q;Qq (by [Hat02, Proposition A.1]). Then Z 1 also has
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no cells of dimension strictly between 0 and 2q. Let ι : Z 1 Ñ Kp2q;Qq be the
inclusion map, and let f 1 : Z Ñ Z 1 be the map f , restricting the codomain
to be Z 1, so that f “ ι˝f 1. Denote by rιs P qH2qpZ 1;Qq the class represented
by ι. Then η “ pf 1q˚prιsq.
We refer the reader to the proof of Proposition IV.7.11 of [Kar78] for the
definition of the Newton polynomials Qn for n “ 1, 2, 3, . . ., and to Section
V.3 of [Kar78] for a discussion of the Chern character. If X is a compact
metrizable space and E is a vector bundle over X, recall (V.3.19 and V.3.22
in [Kar78]) that we define the n-th component of the Chern character of a
vector bundle E by
ChnpEq “
1
n!
Qn
`
c
Q
1
pEq, cQ
2
pEq, . . . , cQn pEq
˘
P qH2npX;Qq,
and that ChpEq “
ř8
n“0ChnpEq (with Ch0pEq taken to be the dimension
of E). The Chern character gives rise to an isomorphism Ch: K0pXqbQÑqHevenpX;Qq (Theorem V.3.25 of [Kar78]).
Returning to the situation in the first paragraph, we know that there exist
vector bundles F1, F2, . . . , Fs over Z
1 and rational numbers r1, r2, . . . , rs such
that Chq
`řs
l“1 rlrFls
˘
“ rιs. However, since Z has no cells of dimension
strictly between 0 and 2q, we know that cQj prFlsq “ 0 for j “ 1, 2, . . . , q ´ 1
and l “ 1, 2, . . . , s. Pick a strictly positive integer p such that prl P Z
for l “ 1, 2, . . . , s. We thus have Chqp
řs
l“1 prlrFlsq “ prιs. Some of those
coefficients may be negative. To overcome that, for each l such that rl ă 0,
replace Fl with its complement in a sufficiently large trivial bundle, and
replace rl with´rl. This change replaces
řs
l“1 prlrFls with rHs`
řs
l“1 prlrFls
for some trivial bundle H. It has the effect of changing the value of Ch0,
which we do not care about, but not the value of Chq. We may thus assume
without loss of generality that rl ą 0 for l “ 1, 2, . . . , s.
The formal sum
řs
l“1 prlrFls can be replaced now by the direct sum, so we
have a vector bundle F over Z 1 which satisfies ChqpF q “ prιs and c
Q
j pF q “ 0
for j “ 1, 2, . . . , q ´ 1. Thus, as all but one of the terms in the Newton
expression vanish, we have (justification for the second step below)
ChqpF q “
1
q!
Qq
`
cQ
1
pF q, cQ
2
pF q, . . . , cQq pF q
˘
“
1
q!
¨ p´1qq´1qcQq pF q “
p´1qq´1
pq ´ 1q!
cQq pF q.
The second step can be deduced from (2.111) on page 23 of [Mac95] by
rearranging terms; see pages 19 and 23 there for the notation. Let F 1 be the
direct sum of pq´ 1q! copies of F if q is odd, and the complement in a large
trivial bundle of the direct sum of pq´ 1q! copies of F if q is even. Since the
total Chern class is multiplicative and cpF q “ 1 ` cqpF q ` cq`1pF q ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ,
we have cQq pF
1q “ pq ´ 1q!prιs. Now, set m “ pq ´ 1q!p, and let E “
pf 1q˚pF 1q. Then, by naturality, we have cQq pEq “ mη and c
Q
j pEq “ 0 for
j “ 1, 2, . . . , q ´ 1. 
We can now prove our main theorem.
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Theorem 3.3. Let G be a countable amenable group, let X be a compact
metrizable space, and let T be an action of G on X. Let k be an even
integer, and let m be the greatest integer with m ă mcidkpT ;Qq. Then
rcpCpXq⋊T Gq ě m´ k{2. If CpXq⋊T G is simple, then rcpCpXq⋊T Gq ą
m´ k{2.
In particular, rcpCpXq⋊T Gq ě mcidkpT ;Qq ´ 1´ k{2.
Proof of Theorem 3.3. Fix an even integer k. Fix ε0 ą 0.
Find a closed subset Y Ă X, a finite open cover U of Y in X such that
DY pUq P tk, k ` 1u, and a cohomology class η P qHkpY ;U ;Qq such that for
any finite subset G0 Ă G and any δ ą 0 there exists a finite pG0, δq-invariant
subset F and a subset F0 Ă F satisfying:
(1) !
gPF0
T ˚g pηq|Ş
hPF0
T´1
h
pY q ‰ 0.
(2)
k ¨ CardpF0q
CardpF q
ą mcidkpT ;Qq ´ ε0.
Pick a finite open cover V of Y in X such that V ăY U and ordpVq “
DY pUq. Recall that N pVq is the nerve of V. By the construction of Cˇech
cohomology, η is also in qHkpY ;V;Qq, and can be obtained as a pullback of
a cohomology class η1 P qHkpN pVq;Qq by a map f : Y Ñ N pVq. Use Lemma
3.2 to choose a vector bundle E1 over N pVq such that cQ
k{2pE
1q “ Mη1 for
some nonzero integer M and cQj pE
1q “ 0 for all j P t1, 2, . . . , k{2´ 1u. Since
dimpN pVqq ă k`2, we also have cQj pE
1q “ 0 for all j P tk{2`1, k{2`2, . . .u.
Therefore cQpE1q “ 1 `Mη1. As we can replace η by any nonzero scalar
multiple of it and retain the same properties, we may useMη in place of η, so
we may lighten notation and assume that cpE1q “ 1`η1. Since dimpN pVqq ď
k ` 1, by subtracting trivial bundles (see Theorem 9.1.2 of [Hus94]), we
can also assume that rankpE1q “ k{2. Now set E “ f˚pE1q. We have
cpEq “ 1` η by naturality, and rankpEq “ k{2.
Let L be the dimension of some trivial bundle which has E as a direct sum-
mand, and let q PMLpCpY qq be the projection onto E. Let a PMLpCpXqq
be a positive contraction such that a|Y “ q and rankpapxqq ď rankpEq
for all x P X. Let b P M8pCpXqq be a constant projection. Suppose
that a -CpXq⋊TG b. We are going to prove that this implies rankpbq ě
mcidkpT ;Qq ´ 2ε0.
Increasing L if needed, we may assume that b P MLpCpXqq. There is
c0 P M8pCpXq ⋊T Gq such that }c
˚
0bc0 ´ a} ă 1{8. Replacing c0 by its
cutdown by 1MLpCpXq⋊TGq, we may assume that
c0 PMLpCpXq⋊T Gq – pML b CpXqq⋊idMLbT G.
Then there is c in the algebraic crossed product such that
(3.1) }c˚bc´ a} ă
1
4
.
With ug P CpXq ⋊T G being the standard unitary corresponding to g P G,
there are a finite subset G0 Ă G and elements cg P MLpCpXqq for g P G0
such that c “
ř
gPG0
cgp1ML bugq. Increasing the size of the set G0, we may
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assume that
(3.2) G0 “
 
g´1 | g P G0
(
.
Choose δ ą 0 such that
δ ¨ p}c} ` 1q ¨
ÿ
gPG0
}cg} ă
1
16
.
Choose a nonempty finite pG0, δq-invariant subset G1 of G with 1 P G1.
Fix ε1 ą 0 which satisfies
(3.3)
mcidkpT ;Qq ´ ε0 ´ kε1
1` ε1
ą mcidkpT ;Qq ´ 2ε0.
Set ε2 “ ε1{CardpG1q. Find a finite nonempty
`
G1 Y pG1q
´1, ε2
˘
-invariant
subset F Ă G such that there exists a subset F0 Ă F for which:
(3) !
gPF0
T ˚g pηq|Ş
hPF0
T´1
h
pY q ‰ 0.
(4)
k ¨ CardpF0q
CardpF q
ą mcidkpT ;Qq ´ ε0.
For any h0 P G, if we replace F and F0 by Fh
´1
0
and F0h
´1
0
, then we replace
the class in (3) by its image under T ˚h0 , which is still nonzero. Doing this
with some h0 P F , we may therefore assume that 1 P F .
Set
K “
č
hPG1
hF.
Then
CardpF rKq “ CardpF q ´CardpKq ď
ÿ
hPG1
CardpF r rF X hF sq
ă CardpG1qε2CardpF q “ ε1CardpF q.
(3.4)
Let ∆: GÑ r0, 1s be the function
∆pgq “
1
CardpG1q
pχG1 ˚ χF qpgq
“
1
CardpG1q
ÿ
sPG
χG1psqχF ps
´1gq “
1
CardpG1q
ÿ
hPG
χG1pgh
´1qχF phq
for g P G. Note that
(3.5) ∆pgq “
1
CardpG1q
ÿ
hPF
χG1pgh
´1q “
1
CardpG1q
ÿ
sPG1
χF ps
´1gq.
Then for t P G0 and g P G we have, using (3.2) and pG0, δq-invariance of G1
at the last step,
|∆pt´1gq ´∆pgq| “
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ 1CardpG1q ÿhPF
`
χg´1tG1ph
´1q ´ χg´1G1ph
´1q
˘ˇˇˇˇˇ
ď
Card
`
ptG1 rG1q Y pG1 r tG1q
˘
CardpG1q
ă 2δ.
(3.6)
We further claim that ∆pgq “ 1 for all g P K. To see this, notice that,
by (3.5), we have ∆pgq “ 1 if and only if s´1g P F for all s P G1, that is,
g P K.
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Let α be the corresponding action of G on CpXq, that is, αgpfqpxq “
fpT´1g pxqq for g P G, f P CpXq, and x P X. Let l
2pGq b CpXq be the usual
Hilbert CpXq-module, and write its elements as functions ξ : G Ñ CpXq
such that
ř
gPG ξpgq
˚ξpgq converges in CpXq. For any Hilbert module H,
let BpHq denote the C˚-algebra of adjointable operators on H. We view
CpXq⋊T G as embedded in Bpl
2pGq b CpXqq in the standard way, that is,
if f P CpXq, ξ P l2pGq b CpXq, and g, h P G, then
pf ¨ ξqpgq “ αg´1pfq ¨ ξpgq and puh ¨ ξqpgq “ ξph
´1gq.
We define a multiplication operator d0 P Bpl
2pGq b CpXqq by
pd0ξqpgq “ ∆pgqξpgq
for g P G. By (3.6), for any t P G0, }utd0u
˚
t ´ d0} ă 2δ, whence }utd0 ´
d0ut} ă 2δ. Set d “ d0 b 1ML . It follows that
(3.7) }cd´ dc} ă 2δ
ÿ
gPG0
}cg} ă
1
8p}c} ` 1q
.
Notice that suppp∆q “ G1F . Thus, we can view dMLpCpXq ⋊T Gqd as
included in B
`
l2pG1F qbMLbCpXq
˘
, with l2pG1F qbMLbCpXq regarded
as a Hilbert ML b CpXq-module. Since G1F is a finite set, this is a matrix
algebra over CpXq.
Since, in particular, F is
`
pG1q
´1, ε2
˘
-invariant, we have
(3.8) CardpG1F q ă
`
1` ε2CardpG1q
˘
CardpF q “ p1` ε1qCardpF q.
Set
c1 “ d1{2cd1{2 P B
`
l2pG1F q bML b CpXq
˘
.
Then, at the third step using (3.7) on the first term and (3.1) on the second
term,››pc1q˚d1{2bd1{2c1 ´ d3{2ad3{2››
ď
››d1{2c˚dbdcd1{2 ´ d3{2c˚bdcd1{2››` ››d3{2c˚bdcd1{2 ´ d3{2c˚bcd3{2››
`
››d3{2c˚bcd3{2 ´ d3{2ad3{2››
ď 2}c}}dc´ cd} ` }c˚bc´ a} ă 2
ˆ
1
8
˙
`
1
4
“
1
2
.
Now, under our identification of a as an element in the crossed product,
d3{2ad3{2 is a diagonal operator on the HilbertMLbCpXq-module l
2pG1F qb
ML b CpXq, and for any g P K, since ∆pgq “ 1, the g-th diagonal entry is
simply pαg´1 b idMLqpaq. Likewise, as b is invariant under the group action,
d3{2bd3{2 is a diagonal matrix whose diagonal entries are scalar multiples of
the constant projection b. We restrict all these diagonal entries (which are
matrix valued functions on X) to Y 1 “
Ş
gPF0XK
T´1g pY q.
Let p P B
`
l2pG1F q b ML b CpXq
˘
be the diagonal projection whose
diagonal g-th entry is 1 if g P K and zero otherwise. We obtain››pd3{2ad3{2p´ ppc1q˚d1{2bd1{2c1p›› ă 1
2
.
This remains true after restricting to Y 1. Note that pd3{2ad3{2p “ pap.
Thus, the projection pap|Y 1 is Murray-von-Neumann subequivalent to the
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cutdown of b to B
`
l2pG1F q b ML b CpXq
˘
, restricted to Y 1, which is a
constant projection of rank CardpG1F q ¨ rankpbq. Notice that pap|Y 1 is the
projection onto rE “ à
gPF0XK
T ˚g pEq|Ş
hPF0XK
T´1
h
pY q.
Now,
c
` rE˘ “ !
gPF0XK
p1` T ˚g pηqq|Ş
hPF0XK
T´1
h
pY q,
so if rE ‘ E1 is a trivial bundle, then
cpE1q “ c
` rE˘´1 “ !
gPF0XK
p1´ T ˚g pηqq|Ş
hPF0XK
T´1
h
pY q.
In particular, ck¨CardpF0XKq{2pE
1q ‰ 0, so rankpE1q ě k ¨ CardpF0 X Kq{2.
Therefore rE cannot embed into a trivial bundle of rank less than k¨CardpF0X
Kq. Thus
(3.9) CardpG1F q ¨ rankpbq ě k ¨ CardpF0 XKq.
Using (4) and (3.4) at the second step,
k ¨ CardpF0 XKq
CardpF q
ě
k ¨ CardpF0q
CardpF q
´
k ¨ CardpF rKq
CardpF q
ą mcidkpT ;Qq ´ ε0 ´ kε1,
so, using (3.9) at the first step, (3.8) at the second step, and (3.3) at the
third step,
rankpbq ě
k ¨ CardpF0 XKq
CardpF q
ˆ
CardpF q
CardpG1F q
˙
ą
mcidkpT ;Qq ´ ε0 ´ kε1
1` ε1
ą mcidkpT ;Qq ´ 2ε0.
This is what we set out to prove.
Now recall that m is the greatest integer with m ă mcidkpT ;Qq. Choose
ε0 ą 0 such that mcidkpT ;Qq ´m´ 2ε0 ą 0. Make the choices above with
this value of ε0, but take b to be a constant projection with rankpbq “ m.
Then a ÂCpXq⋊TG b. For any invariant tracial state τ on CpXq, and hence
for any tracial state τ on CpXq⋊T G, we have dτ pbq “ rankpbq and dτ paq ď
rankpaq “ k{2. So CpXq⋊T G does not have pm´ k{2q-comparison. Thus,
rcpCpXq⋊T Gq ě m´ k{2.
If CpXq ⋊T G is simple, then, since this algebra is also stably finite,
Proposition 6.3 of [Tom06] implies that the set of real numbers r such that
CpXq ⋊T G has r-comparison is closed. So in fact rcpCpXq ⋊T Gq ą m ´
k{2. 
Applying this result to the subshift of [Dou17] and rounding several esti-
mates, we get the following result. The “loss factor” 1 ´ 1´ρ
ρ
, which is the
main part of the difference between our estimate and the conjectured value
of rcpCpXq ⋊T Gq, is 1 if ρ “ 1 and close to 1 if ρ is close to 1, but makes
the estimate useless if ρ ď 1
2
. If we assume qHkpZ;Qq ‰ 0, we can remove
this factor. See Corollary 4.6.
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Corollary 3.4. Let G be a countable amenable group, let Z be a polyhedron,
and let ρ P p0, 1q. Let pX,T q be the minimal subshift of the shift on ZG
constructed in Section 4 of [Dou17] to satisfy mdimpT q “ dimpZqρ. Then
rcpCpXq⋊T Gq ą
1
2
mdimpT q
ˆ
1´
1´ ρ
ρ
˙
´ 2.
Proof. We may certainly assume dimpZq ą 0. Let k be largest even integer
with k ă dimpZq, so that dimpZq´2 ď k ď dimpZq´1. Then mcidkpT q ě kρ
by Proposition 2.6. Therefore rcpCpXq⋊TGq ą kρ´1´k{2 by Theorem 3.3.
If k “ dimpZq ´ 2, using ρ ď 1 at the last step, we get
rcpCpXq⋊T Gq ą rdimpZq ´ 2sρ´ 1´
dimpZq ´ 2
2
“
1
2
dimpZqρ
ˆ
2´
1
ρ
˙
´ 2ρ ě
1
2
dimpZqρ
ˆ
1´
1´ ρ
ρ
˙
´ 2.
If k “ dimpZq ´ 1, then instead
rcpCpXq⋊T Gq ą
1
2
dimpZqρ
ˆ
1´
1´ ρ
ρ
˙
´ ρ´
1
2
ą
1
2
dimpZqρ
ˆ
1´
1´ ρ
ρ
˙
´ 2.
Now substitute dimpZqρ “ mdimpT q. 
Example 3.5. For every infinite countable amenable group G and every
N ą 0, there is a cube Z and a minimal subsystem pX,T q of the shift action
of G on ZG such that rcpCpXq⋊T Gq ą N .
In Corollary 3.4 take ρ “ 3
4
, and choose an integer d with d ą 4pN ` 2q.
The subshift T in Section 4 of [Dou17] satisfies mdimpT q “ dρ, so
rcpCpXq⋊T Gq ą
1
2
dρ
ˆ
1´
1´ ρ
ρ
˙
´ 2 “
d
4
´ 2 ą N.
4. Symmetric mean cohomological independence dimension
In this section, we define a variant of mean cohomological independence
dimension, which we use to obtain sharper lower bounds on the radius of
comparison for certain subshifts.
We recall the elementary symmetric polynomials: for n, r P t0, 1, 2, . . .u
with r ď n,
σrpx1, x2, . . . , xnq “
ÿ
1ďj1ăj2ă¨¨¨ăjrďn
xj1xj2 ¨ ¨ ¨ xjr
is the elementary symmetric polynomial of degree r in the n variables
x1, x2, . . . , xn.
Definition 4.1. Let k be an even integer, let Y be a compact metrizable
space, let R be a commutative unital ring, let F be a finite set, and let
r P t0, 1, 2, . . . ,CardpF qu. If pηgqgPF is a family of elements in qHkpY ;Rq
indexed by F , we define σr
`
pηgqgPF
˘
as follows. Set n “ CardpF q, and
enumerate F as tg1, g2, . . . , gnu. Then define
σr
`
pηgqgPF
˘
“
ÿ
1ďj1ăj2ă¨¨¨ăjrďn
ηgj1 ! ηgj2 ! ¨ ¨ ¨! ηgjr .
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We call it the r-th elementary symmetric polynomial of pηgqgPF .
Since k is even and R is commutative, σr
`
pηgqgPF
˘
does not depend on
the enumeration of F .
Definition 4.2. Let X be a compact metrizable space, let G be a countable
amenable group, and let T be an action of G on X. Let R be a commutative
unital ring. For any even integer k, we take smcidkpT ;Rq to be the largest
d P r0,8q such that the following happens.
There are a finite open cover U of X such that DXpUq P tk, k ` 1u and
η P qHkpX;U ;Rq (Definition 1.8: Cˇech classes using U) such that for every
finite subset G0 Ă G and every ε ą 0 there are a pG0, εq-invariant nonempty
finite set F Ă G and r P t0, 1, 2, . . . ,CardpF qu for which:
(1) Following Definition 4.1, we have σr
`
pT ˚g pηqqgPF
˘
‰ 0.
(2)
kr
CardpF q
ą d´ ε.
We then say that T has symmetric mean k-th cohomological independence
dimension d with coefficients in R.
We define the symmetric mean cohomological independence dimension
smcidpT ;Rq to be the supremum of smcidkpT ;Rq over all even k P N.
As we will see, this definition is sometimes useful for subshifts of the
shift on ZG when qHkpZ;Qq ‰ 0. It doesn’t give anything useful for the
shift on pr0, 1sdqG. One would like to ask that for every ε ą 0 there be a
closed subset Y Ă X, a finite open cover U of Y in X such that DY pUq P
tk, k ` 1u, and η P qHkpY ;U ;Rq such that for every finite subset G0 Ă G
and every δ ą 0 there are a pG0, δq-invariant nonempty finite set F Ă G
and r P t0, 1, 2, . . . ,CardpF qu for which (1) and (2) hold. This notion can
be used on the full shift, but does not seem useful for minimal systems. The
set
Ş
gPG T
´1
g pY q is closed and G-invariant. If it is X, then Y “ X. If it
is ∅, then there is a finite subset F Ă G such that
Ş
gPF T
´1
g pY q “ ∅, which
spoils (2).
We could give a generalization of this definition, possibly useful for non-
minimal systems, by considering the supremum of the values of smcidkpTY ;Rq
as Y ranges over all closed invariant subsets of X; we chose to avoid it here
in order to lighten notation.
Lemma 4.3. In the situation of Definition 4.2, we have smcidkpT ;Rq ď
mcidkpT ;Rq.
Proof. The quantity in Definition 1.11 cannot become larger when we impose
the restriction Y “ X. Given that restriction, the inequality to be proved
follows from the fact that if σr
`
pT ˚g pηqqgPF
˘
‰ 0, then at least one of its
terms must be nonzero, that is, there is a subset F0 Ă F with CardpF0q “ r
and such that the cup product of T ˚g pηq over all g P F0 is nonzero. 
In the following proposition, the assumption that R is a principal ideal
domain is needed in order to use the Ku¨nneth Formula.
Proposition 4.4. Let G be a countable amenable group. Let R be a principal
ideal domain. Let k be an even integer, and let Z be a finite CW-complex
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with dimpZq P tk, k ` 1u and qHkpZ;Rq ‰ 0. Let X be a closed G-invariant
subset of ZG, and let T be the restriction to X of the shift action of G on ZG.
Suppose that there is an X-unconstrained subset of G (Definition 2.4) with
density at least ρ (Definition 2.3). Then smcidkpT ;Rq ě kρ.
Proof. Let J Ă G be X-unconstrained with witness z and δpJq ě ρ. By
translation, we may assume without loss of generality that 1 P J . If kρ “ 0
there is nothing to prove, so assume that kρ ą 0. In particular, k ě 2.
Choose an open cover V of Z such that qHkpZ;V;Rq ‰ 0, and let η0 PqHkpZ;V;Rq be nonzero. Let q : ZG Ñ Z be the projection onto the coordi-
nate g “ 1. Then qpXq “ Z. Set U “ q´1pVq XX, and set η “ pq|Xq
˚pη0q.
We claim that for any finite set F Ă G, if we set r “ CardpF X Jq, then
σr
`
pT ˚g pηqqgPF
˘
‰ 0. To prove the claim, first set n “ CardpF q. Define
maps
t : ZFXJ Ñ X and p : X Ñ ZF
as follows. Take p to be the restriction of the projection map
ZF ˆ ZGrF Ñ ZF .
For x P ZFXJ define
tpxqg “
#
xg g P F X J
zg g P Gr pF X Jq.
The fact that z is a witness for the unconstrainedness of J implies that tpxq
as defined here really is in X.
Enumerate the elements of F as g1, g2, . . . , gn, with g1, g2, . . . , gr P F XJ .
The Ku¨nneth Formula for Cˇech cohomology (applied to finite CW com-
plexes) gives an injective unital ring homomorphism
ι :
nâ
j“1
qH˚pZ;Rq Ñ qH˚pZF ;Rq
such that, with qj : Z
F Ñ Z being the projection to the gj-th coordinate,
and with µj P qH˚pZ;Rq for j “ 1, 2, . . . , n, we have
ιpµ1 b µ2 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b µnq “ q
˚
1 pµ1q! q
˚
2 pµ2q! ¨ ¨ ¨! q
˚
npµnq.
Similarly, we get an injective unital ring homomorphism
ι0 :
râ
j“1
qH˚pZ;Rq Ñ qH˚pZFXJ ;Rq.
For j “ 1, 2, . . . , n, set
λj “ q
˚
j pη0q “ ιp1b 1b ¨ ¨ ¨ b 1b η0 b 1b ¨ ¨ ¨ b 1q,
with η0 in position j. We have
σrpλ1, λ2, . . . , λnq “
ÿ
1ďj1ăj2ă¨¨¨ăjrďn
λj1 ! λj2 ! ¨ ¨ ¨! λjr .
Let j P tr ` 1, r ` 2, . . . , nu (the set indices corresponding to the elements
of F r pF X Jq). Then, since qj ˝ p ˝ t is the constant map with value zgj ,
we have
pp ˝ tq˚pλjq “ pqj ˝ p ˝ tq
˚pη0q “ 0.
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Therefore
pp ˝ tq˚
`
σrpλ1, λ2, . . . , λnq
˘
“ pp ˝ tq˚pλ1 ! λ2 ! ¨ ¨ ¨! λrq
“ ι0pη0 b η0 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b η0q
(4.1)
(with r tensor factors in the last expression). Since η0 b η0 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b η0 ‰ 0,
the expression (4.1) is nonzero. By naturality, we have
σr
`
pT ˚g pηqqgPF
˘
“ p˚
`
σrpλ1, λ2, . . . , λnq
˘
.
So t˚
`
σr
`
pT ˚g pηqqgPF
˘˘
‰ 0, whence σr
`
pT ˚g pηqqgPF
˘
‰ 0, as claimed.
We have DZpVq ď k ` 1 because dimpZq ď k ` 1, and it follows that
DZpUq ď k ` 1. Since kρ ą 0, we have J ‰ ∅. Choosing any finite
subset F Ă G with F X J ‰ ∅, the claim certainly implies η ‰ 0. Since
η P qHkpX;U ;Rq, this implies DZpUq ě k.
Now let G0 Ă G be finite and let ε ą 0. It follows from Definition 2.3
that there is a nonempty finite pG0, εq-invariant subset F Ă G such that
CardpJ X F q
CardpF q
ą ρ´
ε
k
.
Then, using the claim for the second equation, the number r “ CardpJXF q
satisfies
kr
CardpF q
ą kρ´ ε and σr
`
pT ˚g pηqqgPF
˘
‰ 0.
This completes the proof. 
Theorem 4.5. Let G be a countable amenable group, let X be a compact
metrizable space, and let T be an action of G on X. Let k be an even integer.
Let m be the greatest integer with m ă 1
2
smcidkpT ;Qq. Then rcpCpXq ⋊T
Gq ě m. If CpXq⋊T G is simple, then rcpCpXq⋊T Gq ą m.
In particular, rcpCpXq⋊T Gq ě
1
2
smcidkpT ;Qq ´ 1.
Proof of Theorem 4.5. Fix an even integer k. Fix ε0 ą 0.
Choose a finite open cover U of X such that DXpUq P tk, k ` 1u and a
cohomology class η P qHkpX;U ;Qq such that for any δ ą 0 and any finite
subset G0 Ă G there exist a nonempty finite pG0, δq-invariant subset F and
r P t0, 1, 2, . . . ,CardpF qu satisfying:
(1) Following Definition 4.1, we have σr
`
pT ˚g pηqqgPF
˘
‰ 0.
(2)
kr
CardpF q
ą smcidkpT ;Qq ´ δ.
Arguing as in the proof of Theorem 3.3, after possibly replacing η by a
nonzero scalar multiple of itself, we can choose a vector bundle E over X
such that rankpEq “ k{2 and such that cpEq “ 1` η.
Let L be the dimension of some trivial bundle which has E as a direct sum-
mand, and let a PMLpCpXqq be the projection onto E. Let b PM8pCpXqq
be a constant projection. Suppose that a -CpXq⋊TG b. We are going to
prove that this implies rankpbq ě 1
2
psmcidkpT ;Qq ` kq ´ ε0.
Arguing again as in the proof of Theorem 3.3 (in particular, possibly
increasing L), we may assume that b P MLpCpXqq and that there is c P
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MLpCpXq⋊T Gq in the algebraic crossed product such that
(4.2) }c˚bc´ a} ă
1
4
.
With ug P CpXq ⋊T G being the standard unitary corresponding to g P G,
there are a finite subset G0 Ă G and elements cg P MLpCpXqq for g P G0
such that c “
ř
gPG0
cgp1ML b ugq. Choose δ ą 0 such that
δ ¨ p}c} ` 1q ¨
ÿ
gPG0
}cg} ă
1
16
.
We proceed to construct a cutoff function, where here we need to make
choices which are a bit different than those used in the proof of Theorem
3.3. Choose a nonempty finite pG0, δq-invariant subset G1 of G with 1 P G1.
Choose ε1 ą 0 such that
(4.3)
smcidkpT ;Qq ` k ´ ε0
1` ε1
ą smcidkpT ;Qq ` k ´ 2ε0.
Set
ε2 “ min
ˆ
ε0,
ε1
2CardpG1q2
˙
.
Find a finite nonempty
`
G0 Y G1, ε2
˘
-invariant subset F Ă G and r P
t0, 1, 2, . . . ,CardpF qu satisfying
(4.4) σr
`
pT ˚g pηqqgPF
˘
‰ 0 and
kr
CardpF q
ą smcidkpT ;Qq ´ ε0.
Set
S “
ď
hPG1
h´1F.
Then
CardpS r F q ď
ÿ
hPG1
Cardph´1F r F q “
ÿ
hPG1
CardpF r hF q
ă CardpG1qε2CardpF q ď ε1CardpF q.
(4.5)
Let ∆: GÑ r0, 1s be the function
∆ “
1
CardpG1q
pχG1 ˚ χSq.
(We have replaced F in the proof of Theorem 3.3 with S.) By the same
reasoning as there, for t P G0 and g P G we have
(4.6) |∆pt´1gq ´∆pgq| ď
Card
`
ptG1 rG1q Y pG1 r tG1q
˘
CardpG1q
ă 2δ.
Likewise, by similar reasoning to that in the proof of Theorem 3.3, we see
that that ∆pgq “ 1 for all g P F .
As in the proof of Theorem 3.3, let α be the corresponding action of G on
CpXq, and view CpXq⋊T G as embedded in Bpl
2pGq b CpXqq in the same
way as there. We define a multiplication operator d0 P Bpl
2pGq bCpXqq by
pd0ξqpgq “ ∆pgqξpgq
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for g P G. By (4.6), for any t P G0, }utd0u
˚
t ´ d0} ă 2δ, whence }utd0 ´
d0ut} ă 2δ. Set d “ d0 b 1ML . It follows that
(4.7) }cd´ dc} ă 2δ
ÿ
gPG0
}cg} ă
1
8p}c} ` 1q
.
Notice that suppp∆q “ G1S. Thus, we can view dMLpCpXq ⋊T Gqd as
included in B
`
l2pG1SqbMLbCpXq
˘
, with l2pG1SqbMLbCpXq regarded
as a Hilbert ML b CpXq-module. Since G1S is a finite set, this is a matrix
algebra over CpXq.
Since, in particular, F is pG1, ε2q-invariant, and since
G1S r F “
ď
g,hPG1
pgh´1F r F q Ă
ď
g,hPG1
“
gph´1F r F q Y pgF r F q
‰
,
we have
(4.8) CardpG1S r F q ď 2CardpG1q
2ε2CardpF q ă ε1CardpF q.
Set
c1 “ d1{2cd1{2 P B
`
l2pG1F q bML b CpXq
˘
.
Then, arguing as in the proof of Theorem 3.3, we have››pc1q˚d1{2bd1{2c1 ´ d3{2ad3{2›› ă 1
2
.
Under our identification of a as an element in the crossed product, d3{2ad3{2
is a diagonal operator on the Hilbert ML b CpXq-module l
2pG1F q bML b
CpXq, and for any g P F , since ∆pgq “ 1, the g-th diagonal entry is sim-
ply pαg´1 b idMLqpaq. Likewise, as b is invariant under the group action,
d3{2bd3{2 is a diagonal matrix whose diagonal entries are scalar multiples of
the constant projection b.
Let p P B
`
l2pG1Sq bML b CpXq
˘
be the diagonal projection whose di-
agonal g-th entry is 1 if g P F and zero otherwise. We obtain››pd3{2ad3{2p´ ppc1q˚d1{2bd1{2c1p›› ă 1
2
.
Note that pd3{2ad3{2p “ pap. Thus, the projection pap is Murray-von-
Neumann subequivalent to the cutdown of b to B
`
l2pG1Sq bML b CpXq
˘
,
which is a constant projection of rank CardpG1Sq ¨ rankpbq. Notice that pap
is the projection onto rE “ÀgPF T ˚g pEq. Now,
c
` rE˘ “ !
gPF
p1` T ˚g pηqq,
so if rE ‘ E1 is a trivial bundle, then
cpE1q “ c
` rE˘´1 “ !
gPF
p1´ T ˚g pηqq “
CardpF qÿ
j“0
p´1qjσj
`
pT ˚g pηqqgPF
˘
.
In particular,
ckr{2pE
1q “ p´1qrσr
`
pT ˚g pηqqgPF
˘
‰ 0,
so rankpE1q ě kr{2. Therefore rE does not embed in a trivial bundle of rank
less than
kr
2
` rank
` rE˘ “ k
2
pr ` CardpF qq.
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So CardpG1Sq ¨ rankpbq ě
k
2
pr`CardpF qq, whence, using (4.8) at the second
step, (4.4) at the fourth step, and (4.3) at the fifth step,
rankpbq ě
k
2
ˆ
r ` CardpF q
CardpG1Sq
˙
ą
k
2
ˆ
r ` CardpF q
p1` ε1qCardpF q
˙
“
1
2
˜
kr
CardpF q ` k
1` ε1
¸
ą
1
2
ˆ
smcidkpT ;Qq ´ ε0 ` k
1` ε1
˙
ą
1
2
`
smcidkpT ;Qq ` k
˘
´ ε0,
as wanted.
Now recall thatm is the greatest integer withm ă 1
2
smcidkpT ;Qq. Choose
ε0 ą 0 such that
1
2
smcidkpT ;Qq ´ ε0 ą m. In the argument above, use
this value of ε0, and take b to be a constant projection with rankpbq “
m` k
2
. Then a ÂCpXq⋊TG b. For any invariant tracial state τ on CpXq, and
hence for any tracial state τ on CpXq ⋊T G, we have dτ pbq “ rankpbq and
dτ paq “ rankpaq “ k{2. So CpXq⋊T G does not have m-comparison. Thus,
rcpCpXq⋊T Gq ě m.
The argument for rcpCpXq⋊T Gq ą m when CpXq⋊T G is simple is the
same as in the proof of Theorem 3.3. 
Corollary 4.6. Let k be a strictly positive even integer, let Z be a k-
dimensional polyhedron such that qHkpZ;Qq ‰ 0, let G be a countable amen-
able group, and let ρ P p0, 1q. Let pX,T q be the minimal subshift of the shift
on ZG constructed in Section 4 of [Dou17] to satisfy mdimpT q “ kρ. Then
rcpCpXq⋊T Gq ą
1
2
mdimpT q ´ 1.
Proof. Let J Ă G be as in Proposition 2.5. This proposition implies that
the hypotheses of Proposition 4.4 are satisfied, so smcidkpT ;Qq ě kρ. The-
orem 4.5 now gives rcpCpXq ⋊T Gq ą
1
2
kρ ´ 1. As in [Dou17], we have
mdimpT q “ kρ. 
In particular, if k is even, then the subshifts of pG, pSkqGq in [Dou17]
satisfy rcpCpXq⋊T Gq ą
1
2
mdimpT q´ 1. This is within 1 of the conjectured
value of rcpCpXq⋊T Gq.
5. Concluding remarks
For minimal subshifts as in Section 4, we can bound the radius of com-
parison of the crossed product rcpCpXq ⋊T Gq from below by the largest
integer smaller than kρ{2, where ρ is the density as in that example. For
suitable choices of ρ, this can be arbitrarily close to kρ{2. The fact that we
only get integers is a consequence of our method of proof. We know of no
reason not to believe that the following may have an affirmative answer.
Question 5.1. Let T be a topologically free and minimal action of a count-
able amenable group G on a compact metrizable space X. Do we have
1
2
mdimpT q ě rcpCpXq⋊T Gq ě
1
2
mcidpT ;Qq ?
For the lower bound, minimality does not seem to be relevant.
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In Proposition 2.6, we proved that if pX,Gq is a subshift of ZG which has
an X-unconstrained set J Ă G with density ρ, then
mcidpT |X ;Rq ě 2ρ
Z
dimpZq ´ 1
2
^
.
Proposition 2.8 of [Kri09] gives a related estimate with mean dimension in
place of mean cohomological independence dimension. While this does not
show that they coincide, it does mean that for reasonable spaces they are not
far apart, and suggests that they may coincide under reasonable conditions.
Question 5.2. Does mean cohomological independence dimension coincide
with mean dimension for subshifts under the hypotheses of Proposition 2.6?
Does this depend on the ring of coefficients?
The space Z in Proposition 2.6 is a finite CW-complex. Bad spaces may
well behave quite differently. Scattered in [Dra05], one can find various
examples of strange behavior of cohomological dimension in products, dif-
ferent for different coefficient rings, and differences between cohomological
dimension and covering dimension. We don’t know the mean cohomological
independence dimension of shifts or subshifts on badly behaved spaces. (For
the mean dimension of shifts on finite dimensional badly behaved spaces,
see [Tsu19]. That paper leaves open the mean dimension of the shift on, for
example, a compact space X with dimpXq “ 8 but integer cohomological
dimension dimZpXq “ 3. Shifts on such spaces are perhaps more likely to
exhibit strange behavior of mean cohomological independence dimension.)
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